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About This Game

Face a greater challenge with Magic: The Gathering — Duels of the Planeswalkers 2013!

In the latest version of this hit franchise, play with friends or the AI as you travel across fantastic planes, take on new encounters
and opponents, solve challenging puzzles, and face up to three other players in the Planechase multiplayer format. After honing

your skills, pit yourself against the ultimate villain of the Multiverse, the dragon Planeswalker Nicol Bolas.

Featuring ten customizable decks, Magic 2013 offers new features including individual records for your game play, new game
items to unlock, and, for those already skilled in slinging spells, the option to choose what lands to tap when you cast your spells.

Key features:

Bigger and better in every way: Duels of the Planeswalkers 2013 adds to the hit franchise with updated graphics and
music, the latest cards and decks, and additional features, challenges, and an updated multiplayer game mode!
Multiplayer Mayhem: In the Planechase multiplayer format, you and up to 3 other (players or AI) will face strange
phenomenon as you battle across the Multiverse in an ever-shifting environment in local and online play.
Decks using some of the latest cards: Duels of the Planeswalkers 2013 features ten distinct decks using cards from the
latest Magic: The Gathering expansions, including your first chance to play with cards from the Magic 2013 Core Set
before their official release. Each deck also offers 30 additional cards that can be unlocked through gameplay as well.
Challenging Encounters: Experience encounters, a unique type of puzzle available in Duels of the Planeswalkers 2013,
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where your opponent plays a stacked deck that represents a particular type of Magic strategy.
Play Your Way: In addition to being able to modify your decks to play the way you want you will also be able to choose
what lands to tap when you cast your spells.
Built for all experience levels: With an expanded tutorial and deep game play, Duels of the Planeswalkers 2013 offers
content for all Magic fans from “new to the game” all the way to “expert Planeswalker”.
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Hey m8, SK8 is gr8. Don't w8 and don't be l8 to this "grind." Looking forward to gamepad support and leaderboards!. what a
game. the narrative is both harrowing and engaging, complimented by amazing sound design and effective visuals. what a treat it
is then, for the gameplay to be also interesting and challenging at some times.. I've been a massive Football Manager fan for as
long as I can remember, and for years i've wanted a game that does something similiar for American Football.

The interface may look a little outdated, but it's only superficial, the depth in this game is fantastic and if you love the numbers
side of American Football you won't find a better game out there.

Can't recommend this game highly enough, FOF7 is the American Football FM sim i've been waiting for.. Very well built game
especially in early access, AND having 1 single dev, wow good job.. Story/Presentation: 8
Not much to say about this game's story, really. It's really just about a girl who defends a major core built from her allies from
aliens invading. It's basic, but what I gotta give an above average score is it's presentation. First, the aliens. They look so cool!
They're all very distinctive and unique in their own design and traits, and works perfectly with the game's tone. The soundtrack
of the game's Really lovely and engaging as well. I loved and was happy buying it's soundtrack after trying out the game.

Gameplay: 10
This is the highlight of the game and what makes it SO good~! The game is one of the world's first First Person Shooter Tower
of Defence. The design behind it and the strategy one has to make is perfect. The majority of the weapons are awesome, and it
all plays good roles to strategize on how to defeat the aliens from reaching the core. Keep in mind that the game's Very hard,
and takes a lot of practice to get it going, but still worth it. I feel like the combat was very balanced. With the constant reloads
your own weapon has, it gives good opportunity for your towers to fight and cover for you.

Overall: 9
It's very obvious this game can't be for everyone, but it's still incredibly addicting. I am extremely happy I gave this game a try.
It's super memorable, it's tons of fun, very challenging, and provides great replay value. It's a shame it's not that well played
much since the release of it's sequel title, for I'd love to try out the Co-Op version of this at some point, but doesn't stop me
from trying the game again in single player and play it more often. I would HIGHLY recommend this game for anybody.. I am
not the car games type. But as an owner of a Vive Pro I had to buy this one just to complete the collection.

Getting this to work with my Vive and a XBox360 controller was more difficult than expected. I was in VR once I started a
practice round but there was this bent menu (font too tiny to be read) on the left I could not operate. The XBox360 controller
did not do anything.

At the end I was sitting in front of my PC with three controls in my two hands: Mouse (to operate the menu), Vive Controller (to
take screenshots), XBox360 controller (to drive the car). This is not what I expected from a VR game.. I love the art and the way
the game plays but sadly the devs abandoned it and with the amount of content present in the game I cannot in good faith say
that you should spend money on this game
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I rate the PC survival-horror game Phantaruk 2.5/5. In general, this is a good idea done badly.

Honestly, I didn’t have the patience to finish playing this game. Though it has some okay graphics, good sound, good horror
music, good voice acting, adequate controls and is a fun idea (a horror game on a spaceship seems like an intrinsically good idea
to me and it worked well in System Shock 2), Phantaruk quickly becomes a frustrating experience mired in a slew of bad game
design choices. It becomes even worse when you see how the mediocre (at best) gameplay experience has been coupled with a
clichéd and boring plot which gives you no choice regarding (from what I saw on Youtube) how totally unsatisfying the ending
will be. With no difficulty levels or major gameplay options Phantaruk also has no replay value whatsoever.

Phantaruk is a survival horror game which takes place on a strange medical/research spaceship which has very few of its lights
turned on. Your initial objective is to try to escape the ship. Once you discover what your late-game objective is, the entire plot
falls apart and the game starts to feel just as arbitrary, silly and frustrating as the gameplay itself.

Though guns are mentioned in the game’s dialogue, you will be oddly unable to find a single one. The game also won’t let you
pick up any heavy objects wield as weapons. This means you will need to avoid and hide from enemies for the entire course of
the game. To make matters worse, once a certain, frequently reappearing enemy spots you, it becomes almost impossible to
escape as your character is unable to run very fast or very far without quickly running out of breath. Whenever I played this
game I found myself wishing I was playing Doom 3 (or even System Shock 2) instead. I mean, in Phantaruk, your character
can’t even pick up a wrench and use it as a weapon to at least stave off the enemies? Apparently not, because that might cause
his blood pressure to rise too much and we wouldn’t want that. Your character in Phantaruk is a delicate daisy.

Worse still, you are continuously encouraged to keep moving and find more medical hypodermic needles to use before weird
toxins in your blood stream kill you, unless you keep on injecting yourself every 5 minutes or so. This situation pretty much
encourages you to throw caution to the wind and keep moving regardless of the dangers which may lurk beyond your immediate
location. This all means that when you play Phantaruk you’ll probably get killed, A LOT, at least if you try hard to be stealthy
like I did. You might get killed so often that being killed by a big bio-mechanic monstrosity begins to lose its drama and merely
becomes a repetitive irritant. This ongoing situation causes this survival horror game to lose most of its sense of tension and the
game starts to feel more like an irritating, repetitive puzzle game, one in which it is unreasonably dark and hard to see. On top of
all this you inexplicably have a harder time seeing if you are close to the main monster. That’s right; the screen gets intentionally
blurry whenever you are close to the main monster. It’s an intrinsically stupid game mechanic that not only doesn’t make very
much sense but can also interfere with not getting killed, again and again.

So basically:

+/-Great sound, great, mostly ambient horror music, at least adequate controls, good automatic saving checkpoints, an honestly
creepy atmosphere in many places, at least until the effect wears off and it gets boring/repetitive. Why is a medical ship so
damn dark, even if it is an emergency situation?

+/-Pretty good graphics but there are several minor graphical glitches (the distance becomes blurry when you look at your arm
mounted computer screen for example). I had not realized the Unity engine was capable of having such nice 3d graphics. In
places it is comparable to the graphics of Doom 3. It seems odd that the lighting is so poor. At least the poor lighting in Doom 3
made some sense, since Demons from HELL were invading and changing things. There’s not enough of a reason for the lighting
in this game to be poor. If you remember, the lighting in System Shock 2 wasn’t always poor (and that was on board a space ship
too). Some minor graphical stuttering/slow down for no apparent reason seems to occur randomly but it is not extremely
noticeable.

-Irritating gameplay in general. Once the main monster spots you it seems to be almost impossible to hide from it. The plot
would have you think there is maybe only one main monster but it feels as though there must be many of them because it often
appears in areas beyond where you are after you have just escaped from it. This means the monster’s location is unpredictable
which adds tension but also adds frustration.

-Cannot fight, cannot run well, cannot fend off the enemies in any way. Screen becomes blurry for no good reason whenever
you are near the most dangerous enemy type (because your blood pressure is too high? Honestly, that sounds really stupid).

-Frustrating game mechanics may cause the main character to die repeatedly causing the game to lose its sense of tension and
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possibly causing the player to lose their fear of dying. This saps the game of most of its tension.

-The need to keep injecting your character with hypos to stave off your character’s blood toxins forces you to hurry more than
you otherwise may want to, thus encouraging risky behavior/tactics and may cause some players to try to rush through this
already fairly short game and thus die even more often.

SPOILER HERE:
-Clichéd anti-technology/anti-intellectual plot in which you are forced to make the inane and stupid decision of destroying all
evidence of a corrupt company’s wrongdoings even though all their mad scientists have already escaped anyhow. Oh, and the
ending is totally unsatisfying. You die in the end by setting yourself (and the entire ship) on fire. Hooray for you. Congrats.
Great feel-good ending isn’t it?

-Apparently no alternate endings hence and no difficulty levels or major gameplay options results in no replay value for a
relatively short game.

-Gameplay gets even worse in one section where you must navigate darkened, smoke-choked corridors (with a bright screen in
your face taking up some of your view) with the main, screen-blurring monster nearby so, during that segment, you can see even
less than you usually can. Very frustrating segment.. I'd like my money back please and thank you.. Something people seem to
forget when not recommending this, CA have already stated they can't add the DLC for free because that will still make the
base game an 18. Frankly \u00a32 isn't much to ask for, they're literally after the minimum spending price to make it legal.
Also on that note, the DLC is a great addition, if you enjoy Brittania I highly recommend this. This game may look kind of short
at first, but it doesn't really get fun until you win and unlock Nightcore mode. I swear, this game is insane when you actually get
the ball rolling. Definately worth my time and money. Has at least 50 more hours for me to sink into. Getting gud at this game
and learning all of the intricate timings of jumps and slides in various encounters is really fun.. Great story, looking forward to
playing half a dozen more times. That looks very nice. You must buy this awesome Outfit!
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